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CONFERENCE PROGRAMME
27 April 2018

10:30 - Festive opening.
11:00 - 13:30 – Plenary communications.
14:00 - Conclusions, handing over the participation diplomas.
14:30 – Lunch at the University Restaurant.

Presentation of the papers
- Plenary presentation (power point presentation, max. 11 slides or 7 minutes). Presentation of prototype, layout or new procedure (prior notice of the organizers). The article should be in Word 2003 and PP presentation in 2003.
- The confirmation of participation and entries will be made by April 15, by sending the papers, title, author and mentor of the paper together with the institution he represents.

CONFERENCE FIELDS
1. School physical education and leisure education;
2. Kinetotherapy;
3. Sportive training. School and university sports;
4. Varia.

The works appreciated by the commission of evaluators will be published in the journal "The Science and Art of Movement" of the Faculty of Physical Education and Sports Suceava.

Contact person:
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Tel: 0755038200
e-mail: elenar@usv.ro
Associate Professor Ph.D. Florian BENEDEK
Tel: 0745018970
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